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Giants Splash Podcast, Hosted by Susan Slusser and John Shea
Susan Slusser and John Shea host The San Francisco Chronicle's podcast on the San Francisco Giants, featuring interviews with players, coaches, executives and media pros, as well as in-depth analysis.

John Fisher's baseball legacy rests on whether he keeps A's in Oakland
John Shea On Baseball Fisher's baseball legacy rests on where A's end up By John Shea Will A's owner John Fisher join the list of owners who yanked their professional sports teams from California regions for

John Diaz Opinion pieces by Chronicle Editorial Page Editor John Diaz opinion/diaz

Charles Woodson's Hall of Fame legacy a prelude to saving lives
Woodson's Hall legacy a prelude to philanthropy By Larry Lage
ORLANDO - Charles Woodson walked onto his covered patio, overlooking a pool and golf course, to share some sources of pride with visitors. “His

Larry Nassar's legacy haunts Tokyo Olympics, with abusers still enabled
Nassar's legacy haunts Olympic Games By Ann Killion
TOKYO - He looms over these Olympics like a specter, a pathetic little creep in an orange prison jumpsuit. But, sickeningly, his legacy roams free here in Tokyo.

About Vision SF Sign In About Archive Events What is Vision SF? Who makes up the Vision SF Nominating Committee? The Vision SF Nominating Committee is led by San Francisco Chronicle Editorial Page Editor John Diaz.
Review: Alvin Ailey's history and legacy honored in breathtaking new documentary

The new documentary "Ailey" explores the life and legacy of the famed Black dancer and choreographer.

San Francisco artist Cheryl Derricotte selected for Harriet Tubman monument

The monument, titled "Freedom's Threshold," will be designed by San Francisco artist Cheryl Derricotte, who was selected for the project by a group that includes developer Republic Urban Properties, the NAACP.

John King, Urban Design Critic

John King is The San Francisco Chronicle's urban design critic, taking stock of everything from Salesforce Tower to public spaces and homeless navigation centers.

Awards & Recognition: Award
Ryan Crouser, Joe Kovacs continue U.S. legacy of Olympic shot put dominance by David Barron

TOKYO - In the best of times, United States shot putters come at the world two by two - Parry O'Brien and Bill Nieder, O'Brien and Dallas Long, Long and Randy Matson, Matson and George Woods in

"Pray Away" confronts the painful legacy of gay conversion therapy The documentary, premiering on Netflix on Tuesday, Aug. 3, looks at the legacy of Exodus International, an evangelical Christian program founded in the 1970s that claimed it could rid people of same-sex

Charged Particles burnish tenor sax titan Michael Brecker's legacy on new album But a new album set for release Oct. 8 by the
Bay Area trio Charged Particles highlights an overlooked part of his legacy. Milkowski, who wrote the album's liner notes, is scheduled to give a preconcert talk.
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